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Pottery in an archaeological site, Peru
Diego Rivera images of XOLOITZCUINTLI
Jaguar images

http://mintwiki.pbwiki.com/Jaguar+:+_Power+_in+_the+_Ancient+_Americas
Xoloitzcuintli

Peruvian Inca Orchid
Small animal sculptures form Peru
Ceramic animal containers, Mexico
Ceramic containers with human forms, Mexico
Mexico, *sellos* (stamps) and molds for ceramics
Molds and stamps
And how they are used
Moche molds and how they are used
Demonstration of Moche ceramics replicas at Museo Larco in Lima, Peru
Moche portrait vessels and sculpture

- Moche
  [Link](http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.princetonol.com/groups/iad/lessons/middle/images/IAR2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.princetonol.com/groups/iad/lessons/middle/moche.htm&h=78&w=125&sz=3&hl=en&start=17&um=1&usg=___vFU3iBBwAvHA1Ki7Hwit7Q0TAw=&tbnid=information)
Narrative and decorative painting, Mexico
A Mexican artisan in action
Sifting sand to wedge into the clay

Clay dug from the river bank

Making coil pots

The Ramirez-Gomez family

Colored clay for making slip for decorating

The “kiln”